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About This Game

From the minds of former LucasArts and BioWare employees comes the critically-acclaimed BEEP.
BEEP is a challenging platformer powered by an amazing physics engine.

Use your gravity gun to explore a huge galaxy filled with dangerous enemies and treacherous hazards.

"BEEP delivers an authentic platformer experience with enthralling gameplay mechanics... Whether you’re swinging above a
lava pit, moving blocks to solve various puzzles, or simply pelting enemies with the carcasses of their allies, the anti-gravity gun

is what carries this game and makes it unique. It’s a must buy for any platform gamer..."
-Digital Entanglement
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Very fun, is intuitive and easy to waste time on.
Also it is cheap and the level select is cool!
8/10 would BEEP again. Just bought the game the day before writing this review... I don't usually write reviews on such short
play time however this is one of a very select few side scrolling platformers that have actually kept my interest...

1> the little robot you control is absolutely friggin adorable...
2> the gameplay is so smooth and clean...
3> the graphics and sound are just crisp and clear...
4> Great setting

A VERY WELL put together game... I bought it on sale for $1.29, buI feel it's definitely worth it's usual price tag if you are into
the puzzle side scroll platformers... Similar games I'm also a fan of are: Limbo, Giana Sisters and Trine.... Great game!
Great mechanics and interesting gameplay. Highly recommended for platform fans. If you like puzzle games you can enjoy it
too. I forgot to mention it's very cheap and runs on almost every computer.. Cute robot explores new worlds and has to solve
small puzzles. Great little platformer! I really love the art and idea and wish this game had been little longer because I would
wanted to see Beep in more adventures!. physco robot flying around killing peeps and making more beeps while the animals
hang out with eachohter no hommo
420 Blaze it/10-IGN. This game is awsome! The level design is good and can be challenging at times. I love the sound affects
from the chacters and the music. The game also has a lot of levels and will keep u busy for a LONG time.. Great game!

Suitable for any lenght of time
and completely worth its prize.. Great game. I'm skeptical about games with large discounts but this was worth the money and I
reccomend this no matter what the cost. what a stupid game, when you load up the game its just blank grey
  the develpers are stupid for not finishing the game and i have a huge pc
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No man's sky in 2D and guess what the price you pay for, it worth it and same as no man's sky it has the need for co-op.
Game is fun though.. This game is actually quite good! Whenever it goes on sale for dirt cheap (pennies to a nickle I mean) then
give this one a chance.
All around it took me about 3-4 hours to complete.
Overall there are some fun and interesting physics puzzles that require a good grasp of platforming.
It's all cheap, clean, and has a really nice challenge to it at the end of the day.

Pick this one up, Ladies and Gents

Edited for grammatical fixes.. Awesome game
 A simple game with sweet graphics and good physics and awesome soundtrack.. You know what they say, a little BEEP never
hurts, if you don't like it there is this other game named Brilliant Bob and it is just amazing trust me, (Don't see my review in
Brilliant Bob) so yea you'll have the best gaming experience with BEEP and Brilliant Bob in your library, trust me, I do.. Very
good!
Genuinely puzzling yet fun levels, at least 4 hours of gameplay.
Remarkable physics for an indie game, though totally exploitable to glitch through some of the obstabcles, though that part just
adds fun.
I would buy this even if it costed more.
The graphics are a bit cartoon-ish, more appealing to children, but that's fine.
The only downside is - I could not find a settings menu, so I guess you can't change controls and volume.

10/10. Cheap and cheerful.
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